
 

 

 

 

 

 

MPC57xx - DCF (Device Configuration 

Format) records 
By: Peter Vlna and Petr Stancik

1. Introduction 

Before MPC57xx devices can be used by application 

they must pass a complex system reset sequence. 

During system reset sequence device initialization is 

done. Various self-test mechanism, configuration and 

trimming is executed during this time. 

In order to prepare correct device operation, it is 

necessary to configure device during reset phase. For 

this purpose, MPC57xx implements DCF records 

located in special one-time programable flash memory 

(UTEST). 

NOTE 

Pay attention when programming DCF 

records as it can lead to permanent lock 

of the device. 
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2. DCF records 

The MPC57xx devices implements one type of DCF records mechanism. However, the DCF records 

handling, special strategies and various use cases brings differences into the DCF records 

implementation. Aim of this document is to described usage, differences and implementation if DCF 

record mechanism. 

2.1. DCF records execution process 

System boot is a complex process requiring a considerable amount of initialization to take place before 

releasing reset. Before the device can be used in an application, the user application code, reset vectors 

for all of the CPUs and the DCF records must be properly programmed into their respective flash 

memories.  

 

Figure 1. System boot with DCF records 
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3. DCF records general implementation 

DCF records are stored in UTEST flash memory block. System Status and Control Module (SSCM) 

reads the DCF records from flash and writes the configuration information to the specified DCF clients. 

For location of UTEST memory area refer to device specific reference manual or reference manual 

attachment. 

DCF records are: 

a. Factory programmed (TEST) – These DCF records are programmed in NXP factory to configure 

necessary device initialization. For example, offline BIST (build-in self-test), ADC calibration 

values, trimming oscillator frequencies, etc.… The TEST DCF Records are programmed into 

TEST flash during production and cannot be modified. TEST flash is not visible to the user. 

b. User programmed (UTEST) – There DCF records are intended to be programmed by user and 

contain various configurations for device start conditions. For example, software watchdog 

(SWT) enable, oscillator enable, Build-in self-test configuration, etc.…. Some UTEST DCF 

records are written by the factory and programmed during production testing. Others are written 

by the end user and programmed at the same time application code is programmed into the flash 

memory. 

3.1. DCF records structure 

A DCF record is a contiguous double-word (64-bit) entry consisting of the following: 

 

 

Figure 2. DCF record structure 

DCF record consist of: 

• Data - 32 bits of data to be written to the DCF client 

• Chip Select - For each DCF record, one Chip Select bit is asserted 

• Address - Address of the DCF client within the selected module. 

• Parity - Parity Bit for the DCF Record. 

• Stop - Stop bit. Indicates the end of the list of DCF Records. 

NOTE 

Address decoding for DCF clients may not match the standard software 

address map decoding. Details of DCF Client addresses are defined in 

each module chapter. 
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3.2. DCF clients 

DCF clients are 32-bit wide hardware registers inside a module, that receive and store the data from a 

DCF record. This stored data is used to initialize registers and to configure features. DCF Clients have a 

default value before any DCF Records are written, and may have special writing constraints, such as, 

‘Write Once’ or allowing bits to be written from ‘1’ to ‘0’ only or vice versa. 

DCF clients may be designated ‘TEST DCF record only’, which means that only DCF Records stored in 

TEST flash can write to the DCF Client. The DCF Records select the ‘target’ DCF client by a 30-bit 

field in the DCF Record consisting of a 15-bit ‘Chip Select’ field and a 15-bit Address field. Each 

module that includes DCF clients is assigned a Chip Select during chip definition. The address field is 

only relevant to the address decoding within that module and may not necessarily relate to the address of 

a register visible to software. 

 

3.3. Safety features of DCF clients 

Implementation of safety clients differs from device to device. Some MPC57xx implements safety 

features by HW and some need to be applied by user. Following table shows the implementation of DCF 

safety features: 

Table 1. Safety features implementation 

Implemented in Hardware Implemented in Software 

MPC5777M MPC5744P 

MPC5777C MPC5746R 

MPC574xG  

MPC5746C  

 MPC577xK 

 S32R274 

 

 

3.3.1. Parity 

If a DCF client implements parity checking, then it will receive a parity bit additionally to its data in the 

DCF record. During device operation, it will continuously monitor whether the data it stores matches the 

parity and report errors to the SSCM. Parity is calculated also for triple voting and spread address. 
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3.3.2. Triple voting 

DCF clients that use the triple voting have three copies of the register. The SSCM will write to all three 

registers in a single write cycle. During device operation, the DCF client continuously monitors whether 

all three copies match and reports errors to the SSCM. The device will use the majority result, so single 

errors will not affect device operation. 

 

 

Figure 3. Triple voting 

 

Figure 4. Triple voting DCF record example 

3.3.3. Spread address 

DCF clients that use spread triple voting have three copies of the register which are individually 

addressed and where the data is stored in three different formats. The SSCM will fetch these records 

independently. During device operation, the DCF client continuously monitors whether all three copies 

can be resolved from the stored format to the value and reports errors to the SSCM. The device will use 

the majority result, so single errors will not affect device operation. This parameter is only available on 

safety critical DCF clients. 

DCF record with spread address implements 3 writes to address adjusted from base address. You can see 

example on the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 5. Spread address 
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Figure 6. Spread address DCF record example 

3.3.4. Spread address + triple voting + parity 

Safety critical DCF records combine multiple safety features. Below is the example of spread address + 

triple voting + parity. 

 

 

Figure 7. Spread address + triple voting + parity 

 

Figure 8. Spread address + triple voting + parity DCF record example 

3.3.5. Second write check 

This feature is used by DCF clients which receive their records twice - e.g. once before and once after 

BIST for clients which retain their value during self-test. They will monitor whether the second write 

matches the first and report deviations to the SSCM. 

3.3.6. Write Once 

A DCF client using the Write Once rule can only be written with a single DCF record. Records 

appended later in the list will be ignored and not change the value of the client. 

3.3.7. Write 0 only 

A bit in a DCF client can only be written from a 1 to a 0. So, if an earlier DCF record has set a bit to 0, 

then an attempt by a later record to set this bit to a 1 will be ignored. 
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3.3.8. Write 1 only 

A bit in a DCF client can only be written from a 0 to a 1. So, if an earlier DCF record has set a bit to 1, 

then an attempt by a later record to set this bit to a 0 will be ignored. 

3.4. DCF records sequence 

An individual DCF record consists of information to locate the corresponding DCF client internal to the 

device (control word) and the data to be written to that client (data word). 

DCF records appear as contiguous series of entries programmed at a specific address within flash 

memory (UTEST flash memory).  

The following structure must be present: 

Table 2. DCF records sequence 

Record type ADDR offset DATA 

Start record 0x00 0x05AA_55AF 

0x04 0x0000_0000 STOP = 0 

DATA records 0x8 WDATA[31:0] 

0xC CS[14:0] ADDR[16:2] PARITY STOP = 0 

0x10 WDATA[31:0] 

0x14 CS[14:0] ADDR[16:2] PARITY STOP = 0 

… …. 

STOP record 8(n-1)+0x0 0xFFFF_FFFF 

8(n-1)+0x4 0xFFFF_FFFF STOP = 1 

3.4.1. Start record 

The first DCF record must be a start record. This record must be placed at DCF Start Record position of 

a DCF area in UTEST flash memory to indicate to the device that the following records must be 

processed. Always refer to reference manual UTEST Memory Map chapter for location of DCF start 

record. 

 

3.4.2. Data records 

DCF records containing configuration data must immediately follow the start record with no blank 

records between-an unprogrammed record is interpreted as a stop record and no DCF records following 
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that record are processed. This allows one to program the records in several sessions, each time 

appending new records at the end of the list. 

 

3.4.3. STOP record 

The end of the configuration records are indicated by the presence of a stop record indicated by the stop 

bit being set. Normally, the stop bit is never set in a valid UTEST DCF record programmed during 

production, since this would prevent appending additional UTEST records. The flash memory location 

following the last UTEST DCF record programmed at the factory is an unprogrammed location. 

Therefore, that location's contents will be 0xFFFF_FFFF. Thus, the stop bit location in this 

unprogrammed flash memory location will be a logic 1, signifying that this is the last DCF record and it 

is not to be acted upon. 

 

3.5. Overwriting existing record 

As the UTEST flash memory is OTP (one time programable) user cannot simply rewrite already 

programmed data. For this purpose, device implements overwrite function. 

It is possible for more than one DCF Record to write to the same DCF client. In this case the later record 

usually overrides a DCF client value set by a previous record. However, not all DCF clients allow 

overwrites; this depends on the DCF client implementation. 

 

Figure 9. Appending DCF records 
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4. DCF records fault reports 

Correct implementation of DCF records is monitored by FCCU and SSCM peripherals. 

4.1. FCCU monitoring 

If SSCM detects the invalid DCF record programmed in UTEST flash memory it will inform FCCU 

about this event. FCCU will rise non-critical fault flag in FCCU[NCF_Sx] register. Refer to reference 

manual of your device for exact DCF record non-critical fault implementation. 

4.2. SSCM monitoring 

When SSCM detects invalid DCF records it will set CER and flags in CERS SSCM[SSCM_STATUS] 

register. 

NOTE 

Not all MPC57xx devices implements CERS reporting bit in SSCM 

module. 

4.2.1. CER - Configuration Error  

This bit indicates that the SSCM has detected a configuration error during reset while loading initial 

device configuration. See the reference manual chip-specific SSCM information for details about 

sources of the error. If a non-permanent error is detected, this bit can be cleared by writing a 1. 

4.2.2. CERS - Configuration Error for Safe DCF Clients 

This field indicates that the SSCM has detected a configuration error during reset while loading the Safe 

DCF Clients (Triple Voting Enabled). If a non-permanent error is detected, this bit can be cleared by 

writing a 1. 
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5. DCF record calculator 

DCF record calculators have been developed to ease the work with DCF records. The calculators are 

attached to this document. 

MPC5746R: https://community.nxp.com/docs/DOC-334130 

MPC5777C: https://community.nxp.com/docs/DOC-335523 

MPC5744P: https://community.nxp.com/docs/DOC-341538 

MPC5746C:  https://community.nxp.com/docs/DOC-341539 

MPC5748G: https://community.nxp.com/docs/DOC-341540 

MPC5775K: https://community.nxp.com/docs/DOC-341541 

MPC5777M: https://community.nxp.com/docs/DOC-341542 

S32R274: https://community.nxp.com/docs/DOC-341633 
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